Electronic excitation in bulk and nanocrystalline alkali halides.
The lowest energy excitations in bulk alkali halides are investigated by considering five different excited state descriptions. It is concluded that excitation transfers one outermost halide electron in the fully ionic ground state to the lowest energy vacant s orbital of one closest cation neighbour to produce the excited state termed dipolar. The excitation energies of seven salts were computed using shell model description of the lattice polarization produced by the effective dipole moment of the excited state neutral halogen-neutral metal pair. Ab initio uncorrelated short-range inter-ionic interactions computed from anion wavefunctions adapted to the in-crystal environment were augmented by short-range electron correlation contributions derived from uniform electron-gas density functional theory. Dispersive attractions including wavefunction overlap damping were introduced using reliable semi-empirical dispersion coefficients. The good agreement between the predicted excitation energies and experiment provides strong evidence that the excited state is dipolar. In alkali halide nanocrystals in which each ionic plane contains only four ions, the Madelung energies are significantly reduced compared with the bulk. This predicts that the corresponding intra-crystal excitation energies in the nanocrystals, where there are two excited states depending on whether the halide electron is transferred to a cation in the same or in the neighbouring plane, will be reduced by almost 2 eV. For such an encapsulated KI crystal, it has been shown that the greater polarization in the excited state of the bulk crystal causes these reductions to be lowered to a 1.1 eV-1.5 eV range for the case of charge transfer to a neighbouring plane. For intra-plane charge transfer the magnitude of the polarization energy is further reduced thus causing the excitation in these encapsulated materials to be only 0.2 eV less than in the bulk crystal.